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  product design research, 
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  university chair, in gambling 
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  addictive disorders, 

pharmacogenetic testing for 

treatment of,     8  
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  alcohol consumption, deaths 

caused by,     125  

  alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH),   
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  preventive and predictive 

screening,     23–4   

  candidate genes for,     17–18  

  challenges in establishing genetic 

basis for,     21–3  

  clinical studies of,     31  
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  genetic explanations for stability 

and uncontrollability of,   

  197  ,   202  ,   204  
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  196–7  ,   201  

  genetic variants involved 
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  health fatalism, role of,     206–7  

  limitations and future research 

on,     207  

  medical model of,     196  

  methods for analyzing 
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  measures,     198–201  

  sample,     198   

  naltrexone therapy for,     155  ,   157  , 
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  perceived risk for developing,   

  198  ,   202  ,   204–5  

  population screening for,     233  

  prevalence of genetic 

explanations for,     203–4  

  public beliefs in genetic causes 

of,     185  

  risk of,     19  

  susceptibility alleles for,     17  

  treatments of,     16   

  alcohol metabolism, genes that 

impact on,     18–19  

  alcohol prevention, implications 

for,     208  

  alcohol use disorders,     16  

   Alcohol: No Ordinary Commodity  
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  Alcoholic Beverage Medical 
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  Alcoholics Anonymous,     184  

  alcoholism,      see  alcohol dependence 

(AD)  
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defects,     18  
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  Alzheimer’s disease,     38  ,   115  ,   182  

  American eugenics 

movement,     10  

  American Gaming Association 
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  attribution theory, for stigma 

reduction,     185–6 

  outcomes related to,     188   

  audio-visual technologies, use of,   
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  Babor, Th omas,     124  

  behavioral genetics, limitations 

of,     233  

   Belmont Report, Th e ,     42  ,   43  ,   44  ,   62  

  Bermuda Rules, for sharing of 

samples and data for 
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  ethical considerations related to,   
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  privacy issues,     84–6   
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  options for prevention of,     114   

  British American Tobacco (BAT),   
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  Scientifi c Research Group (SRC),   
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  California law,     11  
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  Centers for Disease Control and 
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(IRBs), requirements by,   
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  data protection, need for,   

  100–1  

  false sense of security,     103  

  legal implications,     101–2  

  protection against compelled 

disclosure,     102   

  documents required to obtain,   
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  instructions for obtaining,     104  

  scope of protection under,     98  

  strengths and limitations of,     103  

  use of    

  application process,     104–5  

  limitations, real and potential,   
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  charitable trust model,     86    

  child abuse,     71  ,   102  

  child welfare system, ethical issues 

related to inclusion of 

children in custody of,     65  
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parent    
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  ethical guidelines related to    
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  community consultation,     62–3  
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  inclusion of children in 
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  compelled disclosure of 
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  DTC (direct to consumer) 

genetic tests, premature 

commercialization of,   
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  implications for    
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dependence  
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(Privacy Rule)  

  product design research, funded by 
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  quasi-Mendelian disorder,     17    
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of Human Subjects of 
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  research bias, in industry-funded 
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  for informed consent,     237–8 
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  for protecting privacy and 

confi dentiality,     240–1  

  for recruitment,     236–7 

  of children,     237   

  related to    

  biobanks and the storage of 

data,     241  

  funding sources,     241–2   

  risks, types of,     234 

  relatives and groups,     236  

  subjects,     234–5   

  for sharing information about 

research fi ndings,     239–40   

  research intermediary,     49–50  
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  “risk gene”,     8  

  Rothstein, Mark,     97    

  schizophrenia,     34  ,   176  ,   181  ,   184  

  sensitive health information, 

sequestration of,     91–3  

  serotonin,     21  

  serotonin transporter gene 

( SLC6A4 ),     21  

  sexual abuse,     111  

  single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP),     24  ,   112  ,   156  ,   157  

  Smith, Richard,     129    

  smoking cessation    

  pharmacogenetics of,     25  

  treatment of,     158   

  social distance,     187  

  Standards for the Protection of 

Individually Identifi able 

Information (Privacy Rule),   

  85  ,   86  ,     90    

   State v. Bradley  (2006),     101  ,   104  

  status loss, concept of,     176  

  sterilization, of mentally defi cient 

people,     10  

  stigma    

  addiction, associated with,     181–5  

  attribution theory of,     185–6  

  characteristics and dimensions 

of,     178–9  

  conceptual model of,     174–8  

  defi nition of,     174–5  

  dependence on power,     178  
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  and discrimination,     176–8  
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  emotional responses,     176  

  and emotions of fear, danger, and 
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of patients,     45  
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  risks related to research conduct 
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  stigma associated with,     33     

  Taq1A polymorphism, of  DRD2 ,     20  
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